
Addressing Accessories

KR519V TRANSPORT BASE:
The KR519V is perfectly suited for
handling all kinds of direct mail
pieces as well as flat chipboard and
corrugated cartons for your inkjet
printing, coding and labeling needs.
Unmatched in the number of avail-
able options the KR519V can easily
be configured to match your needs

to grow with your business. With four sided "T" slotted heavy duty ex-
truded aluminum frames the mounting options are endless. The KR519V
is modular to be placed in-line with feeders, inserters, bindery lines and
folders. Pair up the KR519V with a KR519D when drying is required.

KR519D DRYER BASE: An affordable and energy efficient inkjet dry-
ing system for water and solvent based inks. The KR519D is provides
lower operating costs and faster line speeds to help you get the most out of
your inkjet system. Unmatched in the number of available options the
KR519D can easily be configured to match your needs to grow with your
business. With four sided "T" slotted heavy duty extruded aluminum
frames the mounting options are endless. Pair up the KR519D with a
KR519V when inkjeting and a high rate of ROI is required.

CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email
sales@kirkrudy.com.

§ MJR Vision
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: AddressJet Kit

COMPANY: MJR Vision, 38 Southwood Dr., Cherry Hill, NJ,
08003-2950. Phone: 888-824-8606

ADDRESSJET KIT: Of-
fering Managed Print capa-
bilities using the latest in HP
thermal imaging technology,
Managed Print recognizes
the exact ink and cartridge
type that has been placed
into the system and
configures the system for
maximum performance and
print quality. Operating in

Windows environment the digital print engine gives you the capability to
handle production printing, barcodes, variable data, dynamic and fixed
bitmaps and more. AddressJet Kit can be installed on a variety of legacy
equipment, vacuum bases, feeders, collators, etc… Configurable to work
online with MJR Vision Secure Read & Print the AddressJet Kit is your
imaging solution for today and tomorrow at a very affordable price.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-824-8606. Or, circle MJR
Vision on the Reader Service Card

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Address Printer Feeders, Conveyors and Dryers

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Print One Fixed Image Printing System

COMPANY: Postmatic, Inc., 9405 Holly St., N.W., Minneapolis, MN
55433-5974. Contact: John Talbot. Email: jtalbot@postmatic.net. Phone:
888-784-6046.

INLINE VACUUM BASE 10 X 13 - EXTENDED: The Inline Vac-
uum Base 10x13 - Extended is a compact, high-volume vacuum transport
base specifically designed to be used with
almost any Ink-Jet System, Camera Sys-
tems, Labeling Systems or other peripheral
equipment. Fully self-contained with a high-
volume blower to provide constant control
of the piece as it passes through. Variable
speed DC Drive provides speeds up to 500
feet per minute in either direction of travel
(L to R, R to L). Manufactured using
high-quality materials, sealed ball bearings
and precision electronic control provide
years of trouble-free use. A compact design,
thirty-six inches (36”) from input to output,
that can be used with almost any inserter, inkjet system or other equip-
ment or add one of our Feeder Stands for Off-Line Ink-Jetting. The Inline
Vacuum Base is also available in a 16” size.

POSTMATIC INLINE STAMPING BASE EXTENDED: A high-
speed stamp affixing vacuum base with an output extension to allow
mounting an ink-jet system for inline stamping and/or inkjetting. Ideal
with inserting equipment and ink-jetting inline.Vacuum Belt Transport
Technology and Precision Gear Drive Electronics for fast stamp affixing.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-784-6046 or email
info@postmatic.net.

§ Profold, Inc.
CATEGORY: Addressing Accessories

PRODUCT: Innovative 6-foot Conveyor

COMPANY: Profold, Inc., 10300 99th Way, Sebastian, FL 32958.
Key Contact: Frank Hogan. Email: fhogan@profold.com. Phone: 772-
589-0063.

INNOVATIVE 6-FOOT CONVEYOR: Innovative Conveyor is six
feet long, with variable speed. It uses one 11" belt across a foot-wide bed.
Designed to operate with labelers, tabbers, shuttle head feeders, inserters,
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Stamping Base Extended

KR519 IJ

MJR Vision AddressJet Kit

AS-FDRSS HEAVY DUTY FEEDER: Designed to meet the needs of a
professional mailer environment or large corporate mail center, the
Neopost AS-FDRSS Heavy Duty Feeder is an easy-to-operate, versatile
addition to Neopost address printers or tabbers.

CONVEYORS: Neopost Conveyors come in sizes to suit users’ needs:
ASCNV3F 3-foot conveyor system, ASCNV4F 4-foot conveyor system,
and the ASCNV6F 6-foot conveyor system are available for mid to
high-volume addressing systems.

DRYERS: Conveyor systems can be fitted with dryers so glossy papers
and similar materials will retain their look without smudging.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-NEOPOST (636-7678) or
click www.neopostinc.com.
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§ BCC Software
CATEGORY: Bag/Tray Tagging Systems

PRODUCTS: TrayMate 3 Thermal Printers, TagIt Pro Software

COMPANY: BCC Software, 75 Josons Drive, Rochester,
NY14623-3494. Email: info@bccsoftware.com. Phone: 800-453-3130.

TRAYMATE 3 DIRECT THERMAL PRINTER: Generates high
quality barcoded sack and tray labels with thermal printing technology,
and features affordable accessories that can increase productivity and
workflow efficiency. The TrayMate 3 expedites U.S.Postal Service han-
dling. All printed tags are on USPS-approved, preperfed,one-up card
stock, available in pink or white. Ideal in mailroom environments
equipped with BCC Software’s BCC TagIt Pro or BCC Mail Manager
family of software.

TAGIT PRO: Windows-based software enabling easy on-demand
processing and output of tray, sack and pallet labels. Fully compatible
with all Windows-compatible or TrayMate 3 thermal printers. BCC
TagIt Pro enables the printing of barcoded tray or sack labels using
any currently available presort schemes. Labels can be imported from
any Presort software capable of generating 1-up sack labels to a disk
file. Optionally,enter 3-or 5-digit ZIP and select mail class: BCC TagIt
Pro finds data from current DMM labeling lists to produce the
barcoded tags you need. No more wading through and
cross-referencing DMM regulations and data. BCC TagIt Pro software
includes labeling list data and 5-digit ZIP city information.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-453-3130 or email
info@bccsoftware.com.

§ NPI
CATEGORY: Bag/Tray Tagging Systems

PRODUCT: On/Off Line Tray Tagging Systems

COMPANY: NPI, 14901 Trinity Blvd., Fort Worth, TX 76155. Key
Contact: Michelle Ramirez. Phone: 888-821-SORT.

DESCRIPTION: NPI provides an on-line and off-line version of the
tray tag printer. The mail sweepers initialize the on-line, on-demand
tray tag printer by depressing a button located in each pocket of the
sorting machine. Multiple labels are printed and staged in each pocket
before beginning mail-processing operations when using the off-line
printer. The off-line version can also be used to print bag labels.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-821-SORT or email
sales@npisorters.com

§ Engineering Innovation Inc.
CATEGORY: Barcoding/Sorting Systems

PRODUCT: EZ-Flats

COMPANY: Engineering Innovation Inc., 526 N Earl Avenue, Lafay-
ette, IN 47904. Contact: Sales. Email: sales@eii-online.com. Phone:
800-350-6450.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Take advantage of new weight-based dis-
counts for First Class Flats with the system from Engineering Innovation
Inc. The EZ-Flats system features a revolutionary sorting methodology
for processing flats and obtaining Automation discounts using a single
machine pass. The MLOCR- based solution produces a bundle-based
Automation First Class mailing at only a fraction of the cost of traditional
flats sorting machines. The system provides rapid sorting capability to the
5D automation discount level, enabling mailers to achieve higher profit-
ability on small or large flats mailings. Designed as a Manifest Mailing
System (MMS), EZ-Flats eliminates the need for a meter as it processes
pre-addressed, mixed-weight flats. When the mail piece is weighed and
read by the OCR, a mailing label is produced for application on the
piece’s upper right corner. The label features the permit indicia along
with the 11-digit barcode, a unique piece ID, and several proprietary sort
codes to expedite sorting for automation discounts. The EZ-Flats concept
combines workplace automation with people to work more efficiently
than other flats sorting technologies, especially for producing bun-
dle-based automation mailings. Central to the EZ-Flats approach to sort-
ing mail is the inclusion of L-shaped Sorting Territories which are ergo-
nomically designed with 40 bins each for quick sorting to ADC, 3D and
5D destinations. In addition to First Class Automation/Presort Flats, the
EZ-Flats system processes First Class Parcels, Standard Class and Bound
Printed Matter Flats, and Parcels and Priority Mail.

EZ-Flats Enhancements:

MOVE UPDATE SOLUTION: EII’s Move Update solution, based on
the Siemens Umove Cloud system, is the most comprehensive solution
for flats in the marketplace. In addition to the more conventional solution
of out-sorting moved mail pieces, the EII solution allows mailers to up-
date addresses on flat mail in order to maximize discounts and to avoid
USPS assessments. Sorting out mail, while compliant, still costs the cus-
tomer in lost discounts and in poor delivery of mail with old addresses.
The EII solution updates all of these pieces for the best discounts and de-
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EZ-FLATS Essential

and inkjet addressers. Any mail-pro-
cessing machine that sends the piece
through with its long or short edge can
use this conveyor.Left, right, or
straight on delivery, this conveyor
does that. Patented internal drive roller
makes it ideal for high-speed printers
and large-volume runs. Horizontal
plane adjustments, lengthwise for per-
fect stacking, shingling or transport.

Weighs approximately 80 pounds; 72”L x 13.5W variable height trans-
port. 115 volts 2 amps 60hz. Adjustable speeds from 0 - 120 fpm.

CONTACT: For more information, call 772-589-0063 or email
fhogan@profold.com.

Innovative 6-foot Conveyor
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